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Price

Cost-intensive

Our services may be up to 19% cheaper.
Reducing costs in training facilities, training
duration and transportation of trainees.

Cadaver could be costly to obtain, embalm,
store, maintain and dispose. Providing surgical
training facilities is also expensive.(1)(2)(4)

Standardization

Training without pathology

Conduct your training on the same patient
under the same conditions, as often as you
need.

Due to the shortage of cadavers (1)(4), is
unlikely to find a specific pathology for the
training.

Flexibility

Restricted training spaces

The training is possible in the OR, in
conference room, classroom or in a training
lab - our training systems adapt to any
environment.

Can only be used in specialized facilities
such as anatomical labs.

Realistic Anatomy

Postmortem Changes

Accurate simulation of live surgery
conditions in terms of anatomy, tissues and
bleeding.

Cadaver anatomy is different from living
anatomy. It misleads due to postmortem
changes.(2)

No Bio Hazards

Potential Bio Hazard

The synthetic materials of RealSpine
accurately simulate the real tissues and
fluids without presenting any risk to the
health of surgeons.

Dangers of embalming fluid components
(formaldehyde, xylene) and infectious
diseases (HIV, tuberculosis, hepatitis).(2)(3)

Availability

Limited supply

The diversity of pathologies that we offer and
its possible procedures are available at any
time and worldwide.

The supply of cadavers is limited. The
shortage is due to several factors, mainly
religious, ethical and cultural.(1)(2)(4)
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